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MRI Technologist
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Company: Cuready - SonoSource

Location: Milford, Connecticut

Category: healthcare-support

MRI Technologist – Milford, CT

$3020wk on 40hrs

Job Summary: 

Cuready is looking for an experienced MRI Technologist to work a 13 week contract at one of

our affiliated hospitals in Connecticut.

Contract term: 
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Term: 13 weeks 

Start date: ASAP

Shift: 5x8hr 1st or 2nd shift

Job requirements: 

ARRT (R) required along with CT state license (they can start with CT lic pending)

They WANT 26 week contracts- we can ask about just 13 weeks if that's all traveler

wants

MRI Tech - Milford Campus 2 YR min experience, Advanced AART cert required, BLS

required, EPIC required.

Shift - 40 hours - (5)x8 - M-F 3:30p - 11:00p at Milford Campus with weekend rotations of

- Sat/Sun at Milford Campus - 8a - 4:30p and Sun at Bridgeport - 7a - 3:30p - WILL

FLOAT between campuses (Bridgeport & Milford) 



Additional info: 

Cuready has been providing healthcare staffing throughout the US since 1999. Cuready

provides experienced health care professionals for temporary, temp-to-perm and permanent

placement services. We are committed to a one-on-one relationship with each and every

professional we represent. Each healthcare professional working for Cuready is carefully

and meticulously screened as to work experience, work history, education, and credentials.

Cuready can provide healthcare professionals for a little as one day or for permanent positions

lasting several years. Once needs are determined, Cuready maintains flexibility with our

customer timeframes and requirements. Cuready prides itself on the number of healthcare

professionals on staff and has the ability to provide such staffing to a facility within 24 hours. 
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